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The very reason for the Philippine Heart Association’s (PHA) 
existence is to improve the cardiovascular health of the nation 
-- your cardiovascular health. Hence, the PHA exists because 

your cardiovascular health matters. Throughout its existence for the last 
60 years, its programs, advocacies, tireless campaigns and efforts are 
poured toward its mission-- to ensure quality cardiovascular care and 
education for every Filipino.

Because your heart matters

deserves a healthy heart and a healthy 
life. The bottom-line is we want you 
to have a healthier heart so that you 
can live longer-- to enjoy life’s little 
pleasures. To add  years to life in order 
to cherish the special moments-- 
moments with family, moments of 
success and fulfillment, moments of 
recreation and moments of love. To add 
life to years by improving the quality 
of life.

Therefore, the PHA exists so that 
you can enjoy those summer getaways, 
so that you can travel and fulfill that 
bucket list, so that you can still spend 
those weekend mornings playing a 
round or two of golf with friends, so 
that you can still relish dining out 
experiences with family and friends, 
so that you can still take great delight 
in the company of grandchildren and 
great grandchildren.

Its mission to ensure accessible, 
affordable and quality cardiovascular 
education and care for every Filipino 
is in line with one simple goal -- to 
improve cardiovascular health. Every 
Filipino’s heart health matters to us.

We are the Philippine Heart 
Association. We work and we exist 
because your heart matters. ♥

But in order for the PHA to be truly 
effective in its goal, and be a medical 
society of significance, it needs to come 
up with statements, guidelines, and 
registries. It must boost its research 
output and produce quality research 
of international caliber. It needs to 
harness its efforts toward influencing 
the national government on major 
issues related to cardiovascular health. 
Lastly, it must connect with the public 
and get the message of its mission 
across.

In recent years, the Association has 
taken great strides in the achievement 
of its objectives with the establishment 
of the Acute Coronary Syndrome 
(ACS) Registry, the publication of the 
Coronary Artery Disease guidelines, 
and the continuing programs of its 
Councils in the promotion of Healthy 
Lifestyle, among other thrusts. The 
collaboration and work of many people 
makes these achievements possible.

Why does the PHA do all these? 
What is the very reason for its 
existence? How does one simplify in 
words why is it the Association does 
what it does? What is the Association 
here for?

The PHA believes that everyone 

Fewer Shocks. Greater Living.

SmartShock™
The Most Advanced Shock-Reducing Technology1
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The front cover of this issue obviously tells us the highlight 
of this publication- the National  Awareness Advocacy 
Campaign of the Philippine Heart Association (PHA) 

Council on Women’s Cardiovascular Health -- featuring the 
launching of the infomercial titled “Pansinin Mo Naman ang Puso 
Mo: Ang Puso ni Ate Vi” and the Council’s fundraising event, the 
stand-up comedy titled “Heart  to Heart with Jon Santos” last April, 
16, 2015 at the Meralco Theater, Pasig City.  The affair was a huge 
success, thanks to the leadership of Council Chair Dr. Adelaida 
Iboleon-Dy and the members of the Women’s Health Council.

Editor’s Note

This March- April edition also 
features the preparation for the year’s 
highlight event for the PHA- Annual 
Convention.  This year’s Scientific 
Sessions feature top-notch local and 
foreign speakers and key opinion 
leaders in the field of cardiovascular 
medicine. With the theme “Changing 
Healthcare Environment: New 
Perspectives & Evolving Strategies”, 
the Organizing Committee has left 
no stone unturned to ensure that all 
attendees will have an exciting and 

About the Cover

fruitful learning experience and achieve 
an extra level of accomplishment at the 
end of the course.

Convention time also means that the 
PHA membership will again exercise 
their right to vote for the Board of 
Directors for the coming year. Get 
to know this year’s candidates and 
decide who will steer the Association 
to greater heights in the second half of 
this decade.

Let me take this opportunity to 
congratulate the successful examinees 

of the Philippine Specialty Board of 
Adult Cardiology held last April 18, 
2015 at the Makati Medical Center. 
The 73 new diplomates in adult 
cardiology, together with the 6 new 
diplomatesin pediatric cardiology, 
will be inducted during the Opening 
Ceremonies of the Annual Convention 
on May 27, 2015 at the Edsa 
Shangri-La Hotel.

We also laud the PHA for the 
recent success of the joint session with 
the American College of Cardiology 
held in San Diego, California, USA 
last March 13-15, 2015, where two 
fellows of the PHA, Drs. Iboleon-
Dy and Eduardo Caguioa delivered 
lectures on the modern management of 
cardiomyopathies; and the triumphant 
bid of the PHA to host the 2019 Asia 
Pacific Society of Cardiology Congress. 

Finally, the months of March and 
April remind us of one of the favorite 
seasons that we all cherished during 
our younger years – summertime! I 
wish you all a good read, and a summer 
full of bright and sunny smiles!

                                    Mighty

Memorable summer months

Vilma Santos-Recto is the 
epitome of a power woman. 
The actor-turned politician is 
Ate Vi to her throngs of fans 
while she is Gov. Vi to her 
millions of constituents
in Batangas.  

She is the unanimous choice of  
brilliant minds and passionate hearts 
from Golden Arches and SEVEN 
AD,  to lead the bevy of beautiful, 
inside and out women who agreed 
to endorse the PHA advocacy pro 
bono.
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President’s Page

JMA WEARS THREE 
HATS IN THE LION 

CITY - He attended 
the April 18-19, 
2015 Singapore 
Cardiac Society 

(SCS) Convention 
as PHA president,
a regular delegate 

and Young 
Investigators 
Award judge. 
With him in 

photo is Prof. Chia 
Boon Lock, SCS 

past president.

CHUA ARTWORK FOR ACC - ACC Gov. and PHA 
immediate past president  Drs. Eugene Reyes and  
JMA turn over a prized steel sculpture Purkinje 
Network “Diastole & Systole” by Dr. William 
Chua to ACC President Dr. Patrick  Ogara during 
the ACC.15 Convention held at the San Diego 
Convention Center in San Diego, CA.  

ASIAN HEART DOCS @ ACC.15. - The Philippine delegation  (fr. L)  Drs. 
JMA, Alex Junia, Eleanor Lopez, Ma. Adelaida Iboleon-Dy, Saturnino 
Javier & Eduardo Caguioa with Dr. Sim Kui Hian, APSC president.  

CARDIOMYOPATHIES JOINT SESSION GROUP - Faculty  members  
from Saudi Arabia, USA  and the Philippines huddle after  
their stimulating lectures.

PRESIDENT’S NIGHT - JMA and Dr. Junia (4th & 5th fr 
L) American Heart Association president-elect Dr. Kim  
Williams (4th fr R) dine and wine with colleagues from 
international heart societies and their spouses. 
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HeartNews

‘Pansinin Mo Naman ang Puso Mo:
Ang Puso ni Ate Vi’

The Vilma Santos-Recto “Ate Vi” version 
of the women’s health infomercial  titled 
“Pansinin Mo naman ang Puso Mo: Ang 

Puso ni Ate Vi” has put the Philippine Heart 
Association Council on Women’s Cardiovascular 
Health (PHA CWCH) National Awareness 
Advocacy Campaign a notch higher. 

Ate Vi endorses 
PHA’s 1st women’s 
heart infomercial

“Ang Puso ni Ate Vi” 
easily captures the viewers’ 
attention. Lifted from  some 
of her blockbuster movies, 
the thought-provoking lines 
of  Ate Vi are timeless and 
in  harmony with the key 
messages of the Council. 
They empower women and 
urge them to value their self 
worth and prioritize their 
heart health. 

The unveiling of  “Ang 
Puso ni Ate Vi” was the 
highlight of a fundraiser 
stand-up comedy aptly 
titled “Heart  to Heart 
with Jon Santos” on April 

16, 2015 at the Meralco 
Theater,  Pasig City.

The versatile comedian-
impersonator mimicked  
Vilma Santos, Dionisia 
Paquiao and Manila Mayor 
Joseph Estrada  who are 
all advocates of women 
empowerment. 

Incumbent Batangas 
Gov. Santos-Recto is local 
showbiz’ “Star for All 
Seasons”, the wife of Sen. 
Ralph Recto and mother of 
Luis and Christian. 

Mommy Dionisia is the 
amusing mother of boxing 
champ and Cong. Manny 
Pacquiao.

Estrada or Erap, the 

incumbent mayor of Manila 
is an erstwhile action star.

Jon Santos got support 
from the very talented UP 
Concert Chorus, led by its 
choir master and conductor 
Prof. Janet “Jai”Sabas-
Aracama  and SPIT (Silly 
People’s Improv Theater).  
The UP Concert Chorus  
are long-time friends of the 
PHA.  

 The primary goal of the 
10-year-old Council on 
Women’s Cardiovascular 
Health,  is to make Filipino 
women realize that heart 
disease is the leading cause 

of death among women 
worldwide and that it is 
preventable.

Thanks to heaven-sent 
allies. “We embarked on 
this ambitious campaign 
with almost zero funding 
and involving non-medical 
partners. We capitalized on 
the significance and impact 
of the project as we allied 
with fired up, genius friends  
-- Margot Balderas-Torres, 
SVP of Golden Arches 
and marketing director of 
McDonalds Philippines; Teeny 
Gozum-Gonzales, president 
of SEVEN AD advertising 
agency, with whom we share a 
common passion for women’s 

By Gynna P. Gagelonia
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heart health advocacy, to curb the 
cardiovascular disease (CVD) menace,” 
said Dr. Ma. Adelaida Iboleon-Dy, 
PHA CWCH chair. 

 
Society’s Glitteratis lead group
of healthy heart endorsers

Five famous celebrity women 
– Santos-Recto, Sharon Cuneta-
Pangilinan, Lorna Tolentino, Gretchen 
Barretto and Tessa Prieto-Valdes 
-- gamely accepted the PHA CWCH 
Advocacy job.  

The “Pansinin mo naman ang Puso 
Mo” versions of Barretto and Prieto-
Valdes are ready for launching.  

 Cuneta-Pangilinan’s and   
Tolentino’s respective spiel are in the 
final stage of editing, according to 
SEVEN AD.  

Partners in print media, the 
Philippine Star, Philippine Daily 
Inquirer (PDI) and the Manila Bulletin; 
TV stations ABS-CBN, GMA7, TV5, 
Solar TV and 2nd Avenue, as well as 
radio stations Tiger 22. RX 93.1 and 
the Manila Broadcasting Company have 
had extended free airtime and ad space 
to “Pansinin Mo naman... ” infomercial.  

Hopefully, more ambassadors will 
offer their talent by speaking about 
the plight of most women’s hearts said 
Iboleon-Dy.

PCP Health Forum at Annabel’s:
A partner through and through

The Philippine College of Physicians 
(PCP) Health Forum @ Annabelle’s  
was a valuable medium that hyped 
“Pansinin Mo naman ang Puso Mo: 
Ang Puso ni Ate Vi.”  Thanks to PCP 
President Dr. Anthony Leachon, PCP 
Media specialists Joyce Sierra and 
Karla Reyes.

PCP Health Forum which has 
been always supportive of the PHA 
Advocacy programs, enthusiastically 
reserved its April 28 slot for the PHA-
Council on Women’s Cardiovascular 
Health even with a solo panellist 
in the person of Dr. Iboleon-Dy. 
Having handled the presscon well, she 
extremely pleased the 25 media people 
around, who are regulars at the every-

Jon Jon Santos
as Gov. 
Santos-Recto

Tessa Prieto-Valdez Gretchen Barretto

Dr. Abanila

Dr. Junia Dr. Iboleon-Dy

Caricatures of Vilma Santos, Gretchen Barretto
and Tessa Prieto-Valdes courtesy of SEVEN AD
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HeartNews

Tuesday PCP Health Forum.   
A few journalists were interested 

about a “woman’s broken heart 
syndrome”, a peg which PDI, 
Philippine  News Agency, Medical 
Observer and Balita 
exploited.   

Iboleon-Dy 
told media: “We 
invoke you -- 
Nanays, moms, 
grandmoms even, 
wives, partners, 
babes, daughters, 
sisters, aunts and 
friends whatever 
or however you 
are called and 
labelled by the many 
hats you wear to be 
proactive about your heart 
health. Know your risk factors and 
take steps to control them. Seek 
consult and have a check-up. It is 
only through knowledge that you 
empower yourselves and somehow 
assure yourselves and your loved ones 

of a brighter and 
healthier future.”
As of  April 30, 

2015, the Council has  
generated media exposure 

from ABS-CBN Salamat Dok, 
TV 5, IBC 13,  PDI/inquirerdotnet, 
Medical Observer, www.bustle.com, 
Philippine News Agency, Balita, Remate 
News Central/Remate.PH.

This big Council project  got major 

backing from United Laboratories, LRI 
Therapharma and Biofemme.

Natrapharm, Otsuka and Servier, 
Goldilocks and St. Luke’s Medical 
Center Global City.   

PHA to nat’l  gov’t: SOS
Iboleon-Dy urged the national and 

local governments to get in involved 
in this noble Advocacy; the public and 
private organizations to form coalitions  
to advance and keep this advocacy 
campaign going. 

The PHA has taken both short and 
long strides in trying to achieve its 
principal goals.  With the challenges in 
financing, lack of legislative awareness 
and support, it has not been easy, she 
added.

Fr. L: The gorgeous lady cardios  
(Drs. Iboleon-Dy, MB Carisma, C. 
Mendoza, M. Yamamoto, AC De 
Lara, E. lopez, O. Manlapit, MT 
Abola, G. Gervacio and M. Cornel), 
collectively known as the PHA 
CWCH, don tastefully-designed, 
deep-red gowns with the very 
talented Jon Santos (center) and Drs. 
Abanilla and Junia

Jerome Streegan 
& John Dumpit 

of United 
Laboratories 

and LRI-
Therapharma

Spectators  from distant worlds
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HeartNews

“Worldwide, heart disease is the 
number 1 killer of women over 25 years 
old.  In the Philippines, one of 3 women 
will die of heart disease and stroke, far 
more commonly than breast cancer or 
any other forms of cancer,”  according 
to PHA  President Dr. Joel Abanilla.

In 2009, The PHA conducted the 
EVA (Evaluation of the knowledge, 
attitudes and practices of Filipino 
Women on CV Disease and Risk 
Factors in Metro Manila) Survey. It  
bared that only a dismal 15%  were 
aware that CVD is the number one 
killer disease of women.

 “Most women think that heart 
disease is almost exclusively a man’s 
disease. It isn’t.  Actually, it is the leading 
cause of death among women. Because 
of this, women should be aware of their 
risk factors as well as their personal 
risks of developing heart disease,” said 
PHA Vice President Dr. Alex Junia, 
concurrent Heart Month 2015 chair.

He added, “with these awareness 
programs, we take care of women’s 
hearts, of the hearts of the women 
we love - our grandmothers, mothers, 
sisters, daughters, godmothers, 
partners, officemates…for one of the 
most beautiful things in the world is a 
woman’s heart. It is seemingly fragile 
yet strong, delicate but resilient. If you 
love, nurture and cherish a woman’s 
heart, she will give you the world.”  ♥

Margot Balderas-Torres receives a plaque of appreciation from Dr. Ma. Belen Carisma  
while Drs.Iboleon-Dy (partly hidden), Clarissa Mendoza, Milagros Yamamoto and 
Aileen Cynthia De Lara, co-chair, PHA CWCH look on

Witty SPIT

Versatile UP Concert Chorus
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HeartNews

PHA COUNCIL ON WOMEN’S 
CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH

MILESTONES

MAY 2005 
Birth & Launching of the PHA Council on Women’s Heart 
Health, a brainchild of DSWD Secretary Esperanza Cabral,  
later of  Health secretary and past PHA president, under the 
leadership of  Dr. Norbert Lingling Uy; at Edsa Shangri-La 
Hotel  Mandaluyong City.  Dr. Cabral is the founding chair 
of PHA-CWCH.
Panelists: Sec. Cabral, Sen. Miriam Santiago, Cong. Josefina 
Joson, celebrity Boots Anson Roa, and broadcast journalists Chi-
chi Fajardo Robles  and  Mario Garcia and  Press Asec  Ramy 
Diez, PHA VP for External Affairs.
 
SEPTEMBER 2007
PHA CWCH Road Mapping Workshop in Cebu  
Goals: To identify strategies for the launching of the 
National Awareness Campaign on Women’s Heart Heath 
in March 2009.  An initiative of PHA VP Dr. Ma. Belen 
Carisma during Dr. Efren Vicaldo’s presidency.
 
MAY 29, 2008
Women’s Forum on “Why the Focus on Women’s 
Cardiovascular Health: Learn about the other Big C”,  
39th PHA Annual Convention,  Edsa Shangri-La Hotel, 
Mandaluyong City. 
Panelists: Drs. Esperanza Cabral and Milagros Yamamoto;  
Council on Women’s Cardiovascular Health chair.   Advertising 
executive and writer Barbara Gonzalez and  broadcast journalist 
and writer Tintin Bersola-Babao.
 
MAY 30, 2008 
PHA president Dr. Ma. Belen Carisma identified Healthy 
Lifestyle Advocacy with emphasis on Women’s Health as her 
flagship project.
 
NOVEMBER 20, 2008             
“Plate it for Women’s Sake” Fundraiser Dinner, Manila Polo 
Club, Makati City.   The Council received a P150,000.00-
donation from the Department of Social Welfare and 
Development thru Sec. Cabral.  Master of Ceremonies: Dr. 
Maria Adelaida Iboleon-Dy and Paolo Bediones.
Highlights: Unveiling of the Red Dress  and Pin (designed 
by Rajo Laurel), Mabuhay Ka, Pusong PInay Baller band,  
the 8-page PHA Council on Women’s Cardiovascular 
Health primer and the Mabuhay Ka, Pusong Pinay AVP.

FEBRUARY 2009
Heart Month 2009 theme:  “Mabuhay Ka, Pusong Pinay”.   
The essay, oratorical and on-the-spot painting contests 
participated in by high school students were pegged on 
women’s heart and women empowerment. The PHA Heart 
Fair at the Mall of Asia conducted free risk factors screenings 
on females and males
 
MARCH 2009          
PHA Women Leaders’ Forum at the Diamond Hotel    
Panelists: DSWD Secretary Esperanza Cabral;  former Press 
Secretary and Manila Bulletin columnist Deedee Siytangco;  
educator Sonia Roco; beauty queen-turned-movie actress Gloria 
Diaz;  PHA CWCH chair Dr. Yamamoto;  heads of women 
groups, and spouses of past PHA presidents.
 
MAY 29, 2009 
Women ‘s Forum: “What do I want my Doctor to Tell Me 
about my Heart Disease”,  40th PHA  Annual Convention. 
Speakers/panelists: Educator Sonia  Roco, socialite Angelina 
Lopez and broadcast journalist and TV host Daphne 
Osena-Paez.
 
2010    
Signing of a Presidential Decree by then Philippine President 
Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo declaring every March as  
Women’s Heart Health Month.”
 
MARCH 2010                
Project EVA &  the  Mabuhay ka Pusong Pinay Assessment 
& Management of Cardiovascular Disease Risks in 
Women’s Manual  Turnover to the DSWD by  PHA. EVA 
is a pilot survey on 300 Filipino women in Metro Manila.  
The Women’s Manual is an evaluation of the Knowledge, 
Attitudes and Practices of Filipino Women on CVD.   
Panelists: DSWD  Secretary Cabral, DSWD Asec Vilma Cabrera,  
PHA President Dr. Maria Teresa ABola, Department of Health 
Director Dr. Honorata Catibog;  heads of 12 multi-sectoral 
women groups; PHA Presidential wives.   
 
SEPTEMBER 15, 2010  
PHA statement on Hormone Replacement Therapy:  
“Cardiovascular Disease is the number1  killer disease 
of women, hence, we also advocate healthy lifestyle 
and aggressive risk factor management.  We do not 
recommend HRT for primary and secondary prevention 
of coronary heart disease.” Dr.  Eleanor Lopez made the 
statement during the Philippine Society of Climacteric 
Medicine-PHA 1st Joint Conference on “Securing  the 
Cardiovascular Health of Women at Menopause from the 
Cardiologists’ View.
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HeartNews

OCTOBER 16, 2010  
Project EVA Pilot Survey
Its results  were simultaneously presented as webcast 
lecture-videos  by Dr. Eugene Reyes, PHA treasurer at 
the PHA Heart House, PSE Centre, Pasig City.  Video 
conference participants:  PHA Cebu, Souther Tagalog, Bicol, 
Northwestern Mindano, Northern  Luzon, Central Luzon 
and Western Visayas –Pinay Chapters.   
 
DECEMBER 3, 2010    
Launching of the ASEAN Women’s Alliance Towards 
Cardiovascular Health (A- WATCH.  Venue: ASEAN 
Congress of Cardiology, Cebu City.  Goal: To advance the thrust 
of women’s heart health advocacy.  A WATCH was initiated by  
PHA CWCH Council Chair Dr. Milagros Yamamoto.
 
JULY 2010
To June 2011 “About Her” is an 8-page PHA NewsBriefs  (PHAN) 
Supplement for Women’s Wellness came into existence during Dr 
E. Lopez’ term.  Edited by  Dr. Ma. Belen Carisma, “About Her”  
is a brainchild of Dr. Erlyn Demerre, PHAN editor in chief.

JANUARY 22, 2011  
Guesting: ABSCBN-DzMM Magandang Gabi, Dok. Dr. 
Cynthia de Lara gave an overview on women’s health.

FEBRUARY 4, 2011    
St. Luke’s Medical Center Global City goes Red to promote  
Women’s Heart Health. Garbed in red gowns or dresses, the 
hospital staff, their friends, patients, et al, went one with the 
world in celebrating the National Wear Red Day, trooped to the 
hospital lobby where Pilita Corrales, Asia’s Queen of Songs was 
belting out her popular tunes. Dr. Ma. Adelaida Iboleon-Dy, 
head, SLMC Quezon City Center for Women’s Heart Health.
 
MAY 2011        
Pregnant Woman’s  State of the Heart, 42nd PHA Annual 
Convention, Edsa Shangri-La Hotel, Mandaluyong City
Chair: Dr. Yamamoto;  Speakers: Drs. Marivic Garcia, Maria 
Teresa Abola, Ma. Belen Carisma, Joseph Oliver and Edna 
Monzon  explained the adaptive changes in the cardiovascular 
system at every stage of pregnancy and the hemodynamic 
adjustments that occur during labor and delivery.
 
MARCH, APRIL 2015    
Launching of the “Pansinin Mo Naman ang Puso Mo: 
Ang Puso ni Ate Vi”the first PHA Council on Women’s 
Cardiovascular Health infomercial during the “Heart to 
Heart with Jon Santos”, a fundraiser stand-up comedy; 
broadcast and printing, gratis. It is a  brainchild of PHA 
CWCH chair Dr. Ma. Adelaida Iboleon-Dy. ♥

Women power in cardiology, politics, government, showbiz, media and in the academe
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As coronary heart disease (CHD) 
remains to be the leading cause of 
death in women, killing five times 
more women than breast cancer 
or more than all forms of cancer 
combined, we must empower ourselves 
with the knowledge and understanding 
about what are our unique risks and 
what do we do about them. Practical 
self-evaluation about our own heart 
attack risks can be lifesaving.

Risk factors that include smoking, 
hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes 
mellitus, sedentary lifestyle and obesity, 
without enough understanding, will 
not really enable us to prepare ourselves 
or carry out preventive self-care actions 
or management.

While we all know that CHD risks 

HeartNews

Calculating Your Risk 
for a Heart Attack

By Maria Adelaida Iboleon-Dy, MD

Knowledge is power for women, especially when it comes to 
heart disease. The sooner you know about its risks, the better 
will you be guarded to keep it out of your life.

increase with age, typically beginning 
at the menopausal period usually 
between 45 to 55 years of age, it 
actually plays no favorites and may hit 
you even if you are young and athletic. 
We must remember that many heart 
attacks occur without any symptoms in 
complete betrayal of those victims who 
think and feel that they are at the pink 
of their health.

What, therefore, are we supposed to 
know and understand about CHD even 
before we see our cardiologist? First, 
we must know our numbers. These 
numbers impact our heart health and 
make it easier for us to spot possible 
red flags in our over-all health. We 
must be extra cautious about our diet 
and lifestyle. Total cholesterol should 

be less than 200 mg/dL, LDL (bad 
cholesterol) should be less than 100 
mg/dL, HDL (good cholesterol) 
must be 50 mg/dL or higher, and 
triglycerides must be less than 150 mg/
dL. Fasting blood sugar is best kept 
below 100 mg/dl. Additionally, optimal 
blood pressure should be less than 
120/80 mm Hg. It is also important to 
maintain an ideal body weight.

Check your family history. If your 
father or any male sibling younger 
than 55 years old or your mother or 
any female sibling less than 65 years of 
age has had or suffers from CHD, your 
chances for developing heart disease is 
higher.

Don’t smoke and avoid second-hand 
smoke. If you picked up smoking, it’s 
time to quit. Even exposure to second-
hand smoke poses a serious health 
hazard. Non-smokers are up to 30 

percent more likely to develop heart 
disease or lung cancer from second-
hand smoke exposure.

Drink in moderation as heavy 
alcohol intake can cause a spike in 
your blood pressure and, in some 
cases, cause heart failure and may even 
lead to a stroke. Keep in mind that 
for women, moderate drinking is no 
more than one drink per day, which is 
defined as 1-1/2 fluid ounces (fl oz) 
of 80-proof spirits (such as bourbon, 
scotch, vodka, gin, etc.); or 1 fl oz of 
100-proof spirits, or 4 fl oz of wine, or 
12 fl oz of beer.

For those still in their fertile stage, 
choose your method of birth control 
carefully. Talk to your physician about 
your options so you can make a fully 
informed decision based on the risks 
and benefits of your chosen method. 
Oral contraceptives along with other 
birth control options can cause 
an increase in your blood pressure 
among others. If you can safely use 
an alternative method that doesn’t 
put your health at risk, consider the 
advantages. Remember that, along with 
cigarette smoking, use of oral birth 
control pills can increase the risk of 
heart disease.

Tame your stresses as long-term 
exposure to stress may cause an 
increase in heart rate and blood 
pressure. Pick up a few stress 
management techniques to soothe your 
mind and body.  Try deep breathing 
exercises and find time each day to 
do something you enjoy – whatever it 
takes to knock out stress.

Find time for self-enrichment 
and make your well-being a priority. 
Juggling a family and career has 
probably left you with little time to 
worry about yourself.  They say life 
is a balancing act, but your health 
should always come first. Now is the 
time to build heart-healthy habits 
which means eating healthy, exercising 
regularly, getting into social activities 
and a full night’s sleep.

If you haven’t been exercising, now 
is the time to start and keep moving. 
Pick something that you enjoy and 

See Page 35
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HeartNews

Women’s health
at the limelight

Dr. Paul Reganit                           
Heart Attack

April 29  
 

April 30                 
Medical  Observer                                           
PHA: CVD Awareness for 
Women should be raised
 
April 30                 
www.bustle.com/  
Articles                                             
Broken heart syndrome
is an actual thing, says
somewhat terrifying study 
–but at least it’s
Treatable
 
April 29                
Balita                                                                      
PHA urges women to give more 
attention
to their own heart health

Constant and new media friends extended exposure to the PHA Advocacy Programs.  PHA has 
adapted to the media culture like granting an interview short notice.  The Philippine College 
of Physicians Health Forum contributed invaluable mileage to the PHA Council on Women’s 

Cardiovascular Health  by dedicating its April 28 slot to the Council’s Lay Information Advocacy 
Campaign.  The regular guestings of PHA doctors on DWIZ ensued. 

Its chair, Dr. Ma. Adelaida Iboleon-Dy, was a lone panelist but she gave media a gamut of story pegs 
and ample data on CVD prevalence.

DwIZ 882 kHz (with live 
streaming)  “Radyo Klinika”, 
is a  daily health program that  
airs from 7 to 8pm and hosted 
by Marou Sarne. A weekly 
slot (every Wednesday) is 
dedicated to the Philippine 
Heart Association. The 
following PHA officers/
members guested on 
designated dates:

Dr. Gary Lopez                             
Preventive Cardiology

March 11  

Dr. Adriel Guerrero                       
Cholesterol
March 18     

Dr. Victor Lazaro 
Coronary Artery Disease

March 25

Dr. Liberty Yaneza 
Interventional Cardiology

Apri 1

Dr. Ronald Cuyco
Echocardiography

April 8

Dr. Francis Lavapie                       
CPR

April 15  

Dr. Glenn Jacoba                          
Interventional Cardiology

April  22     

Dr. Saturnino Javier                     
Interventional Cardiology

March 4

April 22                   
Dr. Bernadette Santiago-Halasan                                 
How to prevent a Heart attack during
the Pacquiao-Mayweather fight

April 28
PDI           
Dr. Ma. Adelaida Iboleon-Dy
A broken heart can kill, especially women --
Study With 5,193 shares

ABS-CBN DzMM 630kHZ
/Channel 26 Tele-Radyo

Nina Corpuz and Dr. Bernadette Santiago-Halasan

Advocacy Page
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PHA wins bid as 2019 
APSC Congress host  

 
ABU DHABI, April 30, 2015 – The 
Philippine Heart Association (PHA) 
bested the Taiwan Cardiac Society in 
the bid to host the prestigious 2019 Asia 
Pacific Society Congress.  

The bidding took place during the 2015 Asian 
Pacific Society of Cardiology (APSC) Congress in 
Abu Dhabi from April 30 to May 2, 2015.

An upbeat PHA President Dr. Joel Abanilla 

KUALA LUMPUR, April 11, 2015 --  PHA Director Dr. Aurelia 
Leus attended the National Heart of Malaysia Annual Convention 
from April 10-11, as pediatric cardiology lecturer-moderator and judge 
in the Young Investigators Award.

On the same occasion, Drs. Leus, Edwin Tucay and Ronald Cuyco  
attended the organizational meeting of the Asean Echo Society and 
made a bid to host the first Asean Echo Society Convention.

Across the shores   
JAKARTA, Apr. 5, 2015 -- PHA Secretary Raul Lapitan 
represented the PHA at the Indonesian Heart Association (IHA) 
Annual Convention, April 4-5, as Plenary and Scientific Lecturer. 
His lectures were titled:  “Future of Echocardiography: Unlocking 
the Power of  Volume Imaging and the Role of Echocardiography 
in Diabetic Patients.

IHA conferred the Honorary Fellow of Indonesian Heart 
Association on Lapitan during the 24th Annual Scientific 
Meeting of Indonesian Heart Association held at the Ritz 
Carlton in Jakata on April 10-12, 2005. 

Dr. Lapitan with representatives from various cardiac societies 
Dr. Lim Ing HaaN, Singapore Cardiac Society and  Prof. Totsuya 
Morimoto, Japan Circulation Society.

Lopez and Abola, convention delegate-tourists in 
UAE

Leus (2nd row, extreme L) with fellow pediatric cardiologists at the 
NHAM confab

made the announcement.  The Philippine 
delegation to the United Arab Emirates capital 
city  was composed of Abanilla, Drs. Alex Junia, 
PHA vice president and Raul Lapitan, PHA 
secretary and Drs. Maria Teresa Abola and 
Eleanor Lopez, both past PHA presidents, who 
lectured on Women’s Health.  

As early as 2014, Junia started gearing-up 
for the 2015 APSC meeting. During their Abu 
Dhabi trip, they brought with them a cache of 
tourism marketing collaterals that were provided 
by the Department of  Tourism, Philippine 
Convention & Visitors Corp. and Tourism 
Infrastructure Enterprise Zone Authority.  Not to 
mention the confidence and optimism that they 
will make it and they did. 

HeartNews
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“The ACC is privileged 
to have the PHA as one of 
its 34 international chapters.  
Chapters are given the 
opportunity by ACC to build 
bridges and identify ways 
to learn from each other 
in reversing the epidemic 
of   cardiovascular disease 
worldwide,”  Williams said in 
a video message.

He thanked the 

ACC president 
extols Reyes
American College of Cardiology (ACC) 

President-elect Dr. Kim Allan Williams 
commended former PHA president 

Dr. Eugene Reyes for his laudable leadership 
as governor of ACC-Philippines during the 
2015 ACC Annual Meeting at the San Diego 
Convention Center in San Diego, California from 
March 13-15, 2015.  

PHA Board

Drs. Williams and Reyes

Dr. Caquioa

PHA for the splendid 
international session titled 
“Modern Management 
of Cardioyopathies: 
International Perspectives 
from the Philippine Heart 
Association, Saudi Heart 
Association and American 
College of Cardiology.”   

Williams added the 
ACC and PHA-Philippine 

See Page17

HeartNews



Pinoy cardio’s heart 
sculpture finds new
home at ACC office

By Gynna P. Gagelonia

Art of ECG
16.5 x 28.5 x 8.5

Paint Brushes
on Wood

2014

“Systole,” one of the two prized Purkinje Network steel 
sculptures by cardiologist and artist Dr. William T. Chua, 
is now a  fixture on exhibit at the American College 
of Cardiology office in Washington D.C. The Purkinje 
network is an electrical system in the heart that is 
responsible for the heart to contract.

A beaming  Dr. Allan Kim Williams, 
incoming ACC president said, “we 
are proud to have it on display at the 
ACC Heart House.  The sculpture is a 
symbol of a long-standing partnership 
between the ACC and PHA.  Dr. 
William Chua as some of you know, is 
not just an accomplished physician but 
also a  talented artist.” 

ACC Philippines Gov. Dr. Eugene  
Reyes and PHA President Dr. Joel 
Abanilla turned over Chua’s artwork to 
ACC President Dr. Patrick Ogara on 

March 14, 2015 at the ACC Booth, at 
the San Diego Convention Center 
in San Diego, California during 
the 2015 Annual ACC Meeting.

Dr. Chua’s Purkinje sculpture 
calls to mind what heart 
electricians and plumbers poke 
into -- the Purkinje Network in 
two pieces dubbed “Diastole & 
Systole”.  

Injected with figments of the 
sculptor’s  imagination, it  shows 
the heart’s amazing maze and 
challenging complexity.

Dr. Bill as he is fondly called 
by colleagues told PHAN  “I did 
two pieces of the Purkinje artwork 
named “Systole and Diastole”, but 
we gave the American College just 
the “Systole.” 

His fascination for the mystery 
of the human body’s nucleus, 
shows in his body of works –from 
his water color to oil paintings to 
sculptures.

Actually, he started doing 
doodles in his grade school years. 
In med school at the University 
of the East, cardiology became 

his first love that he had 
to keep his 
drawing and 
painting tools 
in the chest.

With hard work and perseverance, 
he emerged as one of the country’s 
most prominent cardiologist-
electrophysiologists. He was a 
recipient of the Ten Outstanding 
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Young Scientists Award and he 
is now revered as the pioneer of 
electrophysiology in the Philippines.  

But his passion for the arts wouldn’t 
die down. He revived his painting 
career in 1986, exploiting aptly the 
heart as his subject. And now, he 
also holds the distinction as the only 
cardiologist-painter/sculptor in the 
Philippines.

Over the years, he has had done 
a litany of artworks.  From doodles 
and drawings, his art evolved into 
extremely good and masterly strokes of 
oil on canvas. 

He is blessed with innate artistic 
inclination. Ang Kiu Kok and Romulo 
Galicano are his close allies in the arts 
who further fueled  his zeal  for the 
arts.

To date, he has had mounted his 
own painting and sculpture exhibits. 
Some of his works had been showed 
off side by side with the obra maestra 
of  Filipino art gurus. 

Proceeds from his exhibits usually 
go to the medical scholarships and 
patient care subsidies.

Dr. William Chua’s career as an 
artist spans almost three decades. 
His heart series grows and so does 
his ardour to leave a legacy as a 
cardiologist and artist. ♥

HeartNews
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Dr. Junia

Drs. William Zoghbi & Abanilla

ACC.. from Page 15

College of Cardiology have 
many shared goals in finding 
members who will be leaders 
in the near future.

Drs. Ma. Adelaida Iboleon-
Dy and Eduardo Vicente 
Caguioa delivered lectures on 
the diagnosis, problems and 
strategies for chemotherapy-
induced myocardial damage 
and  methamphetamine-
induced cardiomyopathy.

The entire PHA  Board 
of Directors,  led by PHA 
President Dr. Joel Abanilla, 
attended the annual American 
conference. ♥  (GPGagelonia)

Dr. Iboleon-Dy
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HeartNews

Seventy-three or 
81.11 percent out 
of  90  passed the 

Written and Oral Exams 
administered  by the PHA 
Specialty Board of Adult 
Cardiology (SBAC) on 
Apr. 18, 2015 at the Makati 
Medical Center Auditorium 
in Makati City.

The training institutions 
with 100 percent passers are 
the  University of the Philippines 
(UP-PGH), University of Sto. 
Tomas Hospital, Chinese General 
Hospital,  Manila Doctors 
Hospital, Chong Hua Hospital, 
Perpetual Succuor and Angeles 
University Foundation Medical 
Center. Mortality rate is 18.89 
percent.

The announcement was made by 
SBAC chair Dr. Cesar Recto III. 

Dr. Rhodora de Leon, chair of 
the Specialty Board of Pediatric 
Cardiology (SBPC) announced 
that all the six examinees – four 
from UP-PGH and two from the 
Philippine Heart Center passed 
the SBPC Written and Oral 
Exams.

This year’s roster of Diplomates 
in Pediatric Cardiology has six 
new members:

Berith Grace R. Bermejo, MD
Maycibel M. Capero, MD
Jose Melvin C. Cosep, MD
Bee Jane T. Martinez, MD
Bernadette B. Valdez, MD
Justine Iris C. Yap, MD ♥

Leovino S. 
Acharon, MD

Domingo T. 
Addatu, MD

Pierre Albert A. 
Alora, MD

Douglas P. 
Bailon, MD 

Arthur A. 
Bayani II, MD

April Ann A. 
Bermudez, MD  

Rodel R. 
Buitizon, MD

Francis Carl DL. 
Catalan, MD

Irene LT. 
Celedonio, MD

Mea Lovella B. 
Clara, MD

Cherie G. 
Clemente, MD

Mariel B. 
Cruz, MD

Lucky R. 
Cuenza, MD

Julius Caesar D. 
De Vera, MD

Raymond A. 
Dela Cruz, MD

Paul Christian D. 
Delos Reyes, MD

Jeffrey S. Delos 
Santos, MD

Ma. Barbra A. 
Destajo, MD

Anna Mae DG. 
Domingo, MD

Janet W. 
Elcano, MD

73 Adult
and 6 Pediatric 
Cardios hurdle
SBAC Exams
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Maria Elizabeth 
V. Enriquez, MD

Jude James J. 
Espejo, MD

Francis Charles L. 
Fernandez, MD

Marcelyn A. 
Fusilero, MD

Ed D.
 Gabitoya, MD 

Ramayana D. 
Garcia, MD 

Ritche G. 
Go, MD

John Henderson Y. 
Go, MD

Jo Cris D. 
Gutierrez, MD

Eduardo M. 
Lee Jr., MD

Frankie DC. 
Ligas, MD

Richie Gaye F. 
Limbungan, MD

Zarina B. 
Melwani, MD  

Charisse SL  
Mendoza, MD

Virgette Gay P. 
Mollaneda, MD

Gilbert G. 
Florentino, MD

Glenn Michael L. 
Gayos, MD 

Philipp C. 
Ines, MD

Daniel S. 
Lipayon, MD

Felimon K. 
Morales, Jr., MD

Maria Richelle I. 
Foronda, MD 

Anina Theresa  D. 
Gipit, MD 

Makalutang  M. 
Kadatuan, MD  

Ethel P. 
Mabbagu, MD 

John Patrick F. 
Ona, MD

Ian Dennis T. 
Francisco, MD

Franz Albert G. 
Go, MD

Kristine E. 
Koa, MD

Maria Lourdes 
C. Malilay, MD

Marie Cris P. 
Pahinag, MD
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Jeffrey L. 
Patawaran, MD

Paul C.  
Quetua, MD

Mark Austin N. 
Ramirez, MD

Cristine C. 
Santelices, MD

Janice Joan H. 
Santiago, MD

Roy M.
Sasil Jr., MD

Abigail Louise D. 
Te, MD

Edgar Wilson G. 
Timbol, MD

Arturo S. 
Tolentino Jr., MD

Lauren S. 
Valera, MD

Jennifer Jeanne 
B. Vicera, MD

Paolo P. 
Villanueva, MD

Berith Grace R. 
Bermejo, MD

Maycibel M. 
Capero, MD

Jose Melvin C. 
Cosep, MD

Meynardo A. 
Ramirez, Jr., MD

Josephus P. 
Sibal, MD

Kathy Lou B. 
Tomandao, MD

Eduardo  O. 
Yambao, Jr, MD

Bee Jane T. 
Martinez, MD

Russel P. 
Reyes, MD

Jehan Karen G. 
Sumalpong, MD

Debra P.
Urbina, MD

Kirstin T. 
Yap, MD  

Bernadette B. 
Valdez, MD

Evangeline R. 
Salvador, MD

Rogelio C. 
Suyom Jr., MD

Thessie Minelli O. 
Valdez, MD

Justine Iris 
C. Yap, MD

Erwin Jannino 
O. Ybanez, MD

HeartNewsHeartNews
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Convention Trail

Confronting the challenge of change

In a rapidly-moving medical-cardiovascular world, the only way 
to go is up.  The only option is to revolutionize.  Hence, the 46th 
Annual Convention & Scientific Meeting theme is: Changing 

Healthcare Environment: New Perspectives & Evolving Strategies”.
Taking on the big challenge of change, thru the years,  generations of  icons in 
local cardiology  have constantly cultivated the specialty.

Dr. Raul Lapitan, PHA Secretary and Convention Committee  over-all chair 
said  “join us for a three-day of excitement and high-level interactive confab. 
Together, we will lead one another in further discovering and dissecting the 
diversity and magnitude of the fascinating world of cardiovascular medicine.”

The Scientific Committee led by Dr. Jorge Sison has been blazing its path 
to create an interesting program teeming with the latest clinical and scientific 
information as well as innovations in education and quality improvement.

From professorial lectures to simultaneous sessions, from late breaking trials 
to information technology, our program was designed to be truly stimulating 
and engaging, he said.

The  PHA Councils came up with excellent and challenging topics of various 
cardiology subspecialties.

One of the hallmarks of the convention is the “Crossfires on Controversies”.  
Don’t miss the  “The Battle Royal” .  Consultants will debate on hot issues on a 

higher level. Do learn from them.  Our pre-convention sessions prepared by the 
Councils on CPR and RF/RHD as well as the Lay Fora are worth attending.

The satellite symposia are equally informative.  Industry  friends  have painstakingly 
prepared to update you with the latest in the field of cardiovascular pharmacology and 
therapeutics. ♥



PRE CONVENTION MEETINGS
Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation Regional Meeting
RF-RHD Council Symposium
Lay Forum

HIGHLIGHTS

INVITED FOREIGN SPEAKERS

Dr. Ramon F. Abarquez Jr.
Professorial Lecture 
Shawn Talbott, MD
“New Horizon in the Science 
of Oxidative Stress”

Romeo J, Santos, MD
Dr. Mariano M. Alimurung
Memorial Lecture

Dr. Homobono B. Calleja
Professorial Lecture 
Chai Ping, MD
“The Role of Echocardiography
in the Multimodality Imaging Era” 

Dr. Rodolfo Soto
Professorial Lecture 
Magnus Settergren, MD PhD
“Are we Ready for the MitraClip?”

Mark Gordon, MD
USA

Prof. Helena Gylling 
Finland

Fahim Haider Jafary, MD
Singapore

Prof. Stephan Jacob, MD
Germany

Franz H. Messerli, MD
USA

Nalinas Khunkhlai, MD
(Thailand)

Tzong-Luen Wang, MD 
(Taiwan)

Chee Tek Siong, MD
(Singapore)

Mayuki Aibiki, MD
(Japan)

Tetsuya Sakamoto, MD
(Japan)

Ku Hyun Kang, MD
(Korea)

Lim Swee Han, MD
(Singapore)

HeartNews
Convention Trail
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The Candidates for the PHA
Board of Directors 2015-2016

DEL ROSARIO, JOSE JONAS D., MD
•  Past Member, PHA Board of Directors, 2012-2014
•  Past Chair, PHA Advocacy Committee, 2012-2014 (Prime Mover 
    of the 52-100 Campaign)
•  Past Chair, PHA Council on Congenital Heart Disease, 2010-2012
•  Member of the PHA Council on Congenital Heart Disease since 2005
•  For the past nine years, actively involved in the Council’s advocacy project 
   Camp BraveHeart (Empowering lives of children with CHD)
•  PHA Distinguished Scientist in the field of Interventional Pediatric 
    Cardiology in 2007
•  Served as Faculty during the PHA annual conventions for the past 10 years
•  Head, Center for Congenital Heart Disease of St. Luke’s Medical Center, Global City
•  Head, Pediatric Cardiac Catheterization Laboratory, UP-Philippine General Hospital
•  Chief, Section of Cardiology of the Philippine Children’s Medical Center
•  Clinical Associate Professor, UP College of Medicine
•  Former Director, Philippine Society of Pediatric Cardiology
•  Ten Outstanding Young Men (TOYM) Awardee in the Field of Medicine 
  (Interventional Cardiology) in 2004

•  Immediate Past Chair, PHA Council on Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation 
•  Member of the PHA Council on CPR since 2008
•  Implemented the Guidelines in Conducting BLS-ACLS Workshops among   
      PHA accredited trainors during his term as council chair

•  One of the proponents for the ongoing “CPR Outcome Among Adult Cardiac 
Arrest Patients in Tertiary Hospitals in the Philippines: A Prospective Study”
•  Served as Faculty during the PHA annual conventions
•  Member of the Philippine Medical Association and Philippine Society 
   of Echocardiography
•  Affiliated with the Bataan Doctors Hospital and Medical Center, Bataan 
St. Joseph Hospital, Isaac and Catalina Medical Center, Unihealth Baypointe 
Hospital and Medical Center, Bataan Peninsula Medical Center, 

     Bataan  Women's Hospital. 
•  Auditor of the Bataan Medical Society
•  Lifetime Member of the UST Medical Alumni Association
•  Member of the Cardinal Santos Medical Center Alumni Association

BUGARIN, ORLANDO R., MD
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Convention Trail
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GARCIA, HELEN ONG, MD
•  Member, Board of Directors and Director I
•  Chair, Continuing Education Program Committee Committee on Membership
•  Past Chair of the PHA Council on Cardiac Rehabilitation
•  Served as faculty during the PHA annual conventions
•  Lecturer at the Annual Refresher Course and Real World Practice 
    Workshop for Cardiology Fellows in Training
•  Past President, Cardiac Rehabilitation Society of the Philippines
•  Head, Resuscitative Services SLMC Global City
•  Head, Cardiac Rehabilitation Unit SLMC QC and Chinese General Hospital
•  Former Training Officer, St. Luke’s Medical Center Heart Institute in Quezon City
•  Department Chair, St. Luke’s Medical Center Stress Laboratory, Global City, Taguig
•  Former Chair, Outpatient Services Division of the St. Luke’s Medical Center Quezon City

JUNIA, ALEX T., MD
•  Member, PHA Board of Directors and Vice President
•  Chair, PHA 46th Annual Convention Registration Committee
•  Chair, Committee on Councils and Chapters
•  Past Chair --- PHA Research Committee, Scientific Committee,     

Publications, Advocacy Committee and Task Force on Community Service
•  Past President: PHA Cebu Chapter and Philippine College of Physicians Cebu Chapter
•  Member, Organizing Committee during the 18th ASEAN Congress of Cardiology   in 

December 2010 held in Cebu City
•  Past Clinical Training Program Director, Cebu Institute of Medicine
•  Finalist, Outstanding Research in Cardiology during the PHA Annual Convention in 2004
•  Organized for the PHA Cebu Chapter – post-graduate courses, BLS-ACLS trainings 

in different centers in Cebu, and World Heart Day and Heart Month activities 
•  Affiliated with Cebu Velez General Hospital, Chong Hua Hospital, Perpetual     

Succour Hospital, Sacred Heart Hospital and Visayas Community Medical Center

LAPITAN, RAUL L., MD
•  Member, PHA Board of Directors and Secretary
•  Over-all Chair, PHA 46th Annual Convention
•  Chair, Publications Committee
•  Past Chair: PHA Continuing Education Program Committee (initiated 

CORE-GIVe series), Sub-Committee on CEP, Socials Committee, PHA Committees 
on Advocacy, World Heart Day 2011, Heart Month 2012

•  Former Member: PHA Awards Committee and PHA Council on Hypertension
•  Former Over-all Training Officer, Makati Medical Center Section of Cardiology (2006-2011)
•  Chief, Section of Cardiology, Director of the Adult Intensive and Critical Care

Unit, and Head of the Heart Station of the San Juan Medical Center
•  Member, Philippine Society of Echocardiography 
•  Member, Makati Medical Society
•  Affiliated with the Makati Medical Center and Asian Hospital and Medical Center



Convention Trail
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LEUS, AURELIA G., MD 
 
•  Member, PHA Board of Directors and Director III
•  Past Chair, PHA Council on RF-RHD (2006-2009)
•  Past President, Philippine Society of Cardiovascular Catheterization and 

Interventions, Inc. (2012-2014)
•  Past President, Philippine Society of Pediatric Cardiology (2010-2012)
•  Past Chair, Department of Pediatrics, Makati Medical Center (2011-2014)
•  Past Secretary, Makati Medical Center-Medical Staff Association (2014)
•  Philippine Heart Association CME Awardee 2005
•  Outstanding Leadership Award in Medicine from UERMMMC College 

of Medicine Alumni Association, Inc. 2013
•  Former Training Officer, Pediatric Cardiology, Philippine Heart Center 2000-2003 

and Chief Fellow PHC 1992-1993
•  Member, Philippine Society of Echocardiography
•  Life member, Philippine Medical Association and Philippine Medical Women’s Association
•  Member, Makati Medical Society, Philippine Pediatric Society
•  Affiliated with the Makati Medical Center and Philippine Heart Center

LINAO, ELMER A., MD
•  Immediate Past Chair, PHA Council on Cardiovascular Anesthesia and Critical Care
•  Member of the PHA Council on CVACC, Council on Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation 

and Coronary Artery Disease
•  Member of the Philippine Medical Association
•  Member, Council on Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation, Perioperative and Critical Care, 

AHA Fellow, Philippine College of Physicians, Philippine College of Cardiology, ASEAN 
College of Cardiology

•  Section Chief, Cardiovascular Recovery Room, St. Luke’s Medical Center QC and Global City
•  Section Chief, Cardiovascular Recovery Room, Heart and Vascular Institute, University 

of Perpetual Help Dalta Medical Center
•  Section Head, ICU-CCU, Adventist Medical Center Manila
•  Professor, College of Business, AUP MBA Extension Class in Palawan Adventist Medical Center/AUP
•  Professor, College of Physical Therapy, Manila Adventist Medical Center and Colleges
•  Asst. Professor, College of Medicine, Adventist University of the Philippines
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RIBU, RAMON O., MD 
 
•  Past Chair, PHA Council on Cardiovascular Surgery
•  Member, PHA Council on Cardiovascular Surgery
•  Fellow, Philippine College of Surgeons, Fellow International College of  Surgeons, Philippine

Association of  Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgeons Inc, Philippine Heart Association
•  Member, Wound Care Society of the Philippines, Philippine Medical Association,

Quezon City Medical Society and Philippine Heart Center Medical Alumni Association
•  Assistant Professor, Fatima College of Medicine
•  Clinical Professor, Far Eastern University-NRMF
•  Head, Wound Care Section, Department of Cardiovascular Surgery and 

Anesthesia, Philippine Heart Center
•  Section Chief, Adult Congenital, Thoracic, Arrhythmia and Miscellaneous Section 

(CTAMS), Department of Cardiovascular Surgery and Anesthesia

REY, NANNETTE R., MD
•  Member, PHA Board of Directors and Director II
•  Chair, PHA Sub-Committee on Continuing Education Program
•  President, PHA Southern Tagalog Chapter for six (6) consecutive years 2006-2011
•  Member, PHA Council on Electrophysiology
•  Member, Philippine Society of Hypertension & Philippine Lipid & Atherosclerosis Society
•  Member, Cavite Medical Society
•  Assistant Professor 5, De La Salle Health Sciences Institute

•  Member, Residents’ Training Committee, Department of Medicine, De La Salle   
University Medical Center (2011 until present)

•  Chair, Department of Medicine, Tagaytay Medical Center
•  Served as faculty during the PHA annual conventions
•  Organized BLS and ACLS courses and Heart Month, World Heart Day events

for the PHA Southern Tagalog Chapter
•  Affiliated with De La Salle University Medical Center and Tagaytay Medical Center
•  Principal Investigator for several ongoing international clinical trials  (AVERROES, 

AVERROES-LTOLE, ELIXA, COMPASS, TIPS)
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•  Main author: Hypertension Prevalence (Presyon 1, 2, 3)  and Target Organ 
Surveys in Hypertension in the Philippines (Phyton 1-4)

•  Composer of PHA Hymn
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Dentists considering performing certain 
dental procedures on their patients is should 
first inquire if the patient is suffering from 
any cardiac condition.  If the answer is 
in the affirmative, the patient's physician 
is being considered.  On the other hand, 
physicians of patients suffering from a 
cardiac condition should fully inform them 
of the nature of their heart ailment and of 
the need for taking preventive measures in 
case a dental manipulation is necessary so as 
to prevent dangerous after-effects.

Dental procedures
The dental procedure referred to include 

tooth extraction, root canal therapy, 
extensive treatment involving periodontal 
tissues (tissues surrounding the tooth 
like the gums, membrane and alveolar 
bone) and scaling of teeth (the removal of 
concretions from the visible tooth surface.

Any of the above dental manipulations, 
especially those involving infected gums 
and abcessed teeth, can cause showers 
of germs or bacteria to get in the blood 
stream.  These germs can then lodge 
and lead to a very serious condition.  
This condition is known as a “bacterial 
endocartitis” or an infection caused by 
germs of the lining membrane of the heart.  

Antibiotic prophylaxis
There are heart patients who must 

regularly receive prophylactic doses of 
antibiotic.  These are the persons afflicted 
with rheumatic heart disease and they are 
injected every month or 28 days with a 
preventive dose of penicillin so as to stop 
the recurrence of attacks of rheumatic fever.  
Since the drug of choice in the prophylaxis 
adopted for dental procedures in cardiacs 
is also penicillin, are these rheumatic fever 
patients exempted from the prophylactic 
measures before dental manipulations?

Oral hygiene and regular dental care are part of the preventive measure all persons must adopt so as to stay in 
the best of health.  However, if a person happens to have a heart condition, some of these dental procedures 
may actually be harmful unless the proper medical advice is given to avoid undesirable consequences.

Dental health and your heart

Patients receiving long-term prophylaxis 
with penicillin due to rheumatic heart 
condition or for some other medical 
reason usually harbor penicillin-resistant 
germs.  Penicillin is therefore not the 
drug of choice in their case in instituting 
preventive measures during dental and 
oral manipulations.  Another type of 
antibiotic should be subtituted.  The use 
of other antibiotics instead of penicillin 
would also be naturally apply to persons 
having an allergy to the drug.

The protective measures with penicillin 
(or the substitute) for cardiacs in the 
event of dental and oral procedures 
usually start at least two hours before the 
dental intervention and are maintained 
for three days afterwards.  The dosages 
used are usually higher in cases involving 
patients with artificial or prosthetic heart 
valves.  The protective measures that 
have been discussed for heart patients 
undergoing dental procedures equally 
apply to heart patients subjected to 
instrumental of the genito-urinary tract 
and to women during childbirth.

What are these cardiac conditions that 
require special prophylactic measures 
before undergoing dental manipulations 
or surgical procedures in the mouth?  
These may be of congenital origin 
involving the valves of the heart, the 
dividing wall inside the heart (“hole in 
the heart”) or abnormal communication 
between the big blood vessels connected 
to the heart.  The cardiac conditions 
may also be acquired, as in the case of 
rheumatic heart disease or, in elderly 
people, a degenerative condition affecting 
one of the heart valves.  Among these 
conditions are also included the existence 
of foreign bodies in the heart such as 
an artificial or prosthetic heart valve or 
valves or pacemaker wires or electrodes. ♥

By Homobono B. Calleja, MD

LAY FORUM

Director Emeritus,
St. Luke’s Heart Institute

PHAN lay forum 
opens Dr. HB 
Calleja’s book 

“Romance of the 
Heart” first

distributed in 1980
as a lay resource.

By M.X. Guerrero, MD
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These are marketing pitches which are 
frequently aired on tri-media  by a company 
offering  generics drugs. The first ad essentially 
exalts  the physician for his noble task of 
adhering to the correct and appropriate 
prescriptions. It forwards the notion as well 
as propounds on the view via a question 
that the physician will never willingly  harm 
anyone with his prescription.  The second 
line is a popular opener  delivered by   
newscaster Vicky  Morales (well known in 
the Cardiology community as the daughter of 
cardiologist and past president of Philippine 
Heart Association, Dr. Dante Morales). 

These lines have something in common. 
They are both  solidly anchored on and 
profoundly profess  the credibility and the 
integrity of the  physician.

To be fair, in Morales’ ad campaign, there 
is no direct attribution that the  cardiologist 
father actually endorses the products of the 
drug company. There is nothing that indicates 
that the cardiologist himself swears by the 
safety and efficacy of the company’s products. 
The statement is very ingeniously phrased 
so that the wisdom of the father’s advice on 
life in general prefaced  the daughter’s actual 
endorsement of the drug company’s products.  

But one wonders how much of this very 
clever  sentence sequencing and  construction 
would be lost on the ordinary consumer and 
the general public.  The  precise placement 
of such a general non-endorsing statement 
as an opening phrase to precede the actual 
endorsement  can be lost on any less than 
astute observer, reader or listener.  Will the 
ordinary drugstore consumer recognize the 
difference? Go figure.

This marketing language  makes use 
of ordinary remarks and commonplace 
statements. But when  delivered to drive home 
the message of an advertisement, they cease 

You must have heard these closing lines or taglines from the advertisements of a  generic drug 
company. “Magrereseta ba si dok ng masama sa ‘yo?” (Will the doctor prescribe something 
bad for you?). “Ang payo ng daddy kong doktor, piliin lagi  ang makabubuti.” (The advice of 

my doctor dad, choose always that which will bring good.) 

The premium on the physician’s integrity

Magrereseta ba si dok
ng masama sa ‘yo?

to become just plain utterances.  In fact, when 
one hears   them as an ordinary buyer  and 
listener, they are actually very strong remarks 
in  support of  an invitation to purchase  a 
company’s generic drugs. They are not 
mere verbal embellishments but instead are 
strategically crafted campaigns that  can only 
come with deep thinking and planning. 

The campaign pegs the  marketing 
advertisement  on the credibility, respectability 
and stature of the Filipino medical 
professional (or any physician for that matter) 
whose pronouncements and declarations 
are always viewed as well-intentioned, 
morally founded, benefit-guided, even cost-
appropriate.  They harness the community’s 
respect and high regard for the Filipino 
physician. Such statements  put a  basic 
stamp and seal on the premier status that the 
Filipino physician enjoys – as a trustworthy 
healthcare professional.

Sadly, sometimes, this very essence is not 
recognized, or worse, even ignored or trampled 
upon by the very professional from whom 
it is supposed to emanate. There must be  
wisdom prohibiting physicians from directly 
promoting or endorsing themselves blatantly 
and wantonly on media.  One cannot help 
but frown when physicians actually  openly 
endorse a health supplement or cosmetic 
product with dubious therapeutic claims 
which are purely based on isolated testimonies 
and random anecdotes.  One can only lament 
how some  practicing physicians openly 
market and  even sell drugs or substances with 
doubtful clinical or therapeutic value.

These  advertisements should remind and 
enjoin the medical community to continue 
to protect and preserve the name and honour 
of the  medical profession. Such ads  utilize 
and capitalize on  the good name and credible 

By Saturnino P. Javier, MD

ESCAPE BEAT

Past President, PHA

See Page 35



From Black’s Law Dictionary citing a 
Swedish case “ From a purely ethical norm, 
informed consent evolved into a general 
principle of law that a physician has a duty to 
disclose what a reasonably prudent physician 
in the medical community in the exercise 
of reasonable care would disclose to his 
patient as to whatever grave risks of injury 
might be incurred from a proposed course 
of treatment, so that a patient, exercising 
ordinary care for his own welfare, and faced 
with a choice of undergoing the proposed 
treatment, or alternative treatment, or none 
at all, may intelligently exercise his judgment 
by reasonably balancing the probable risks 
against the probable benefits.”

The scope of disclosure is premised on the fact 
that patients ordinarily are persons unlearned 
in the medical sciences. The physician is not 
expected to give the patient a short medical 
education, the disclosure rule only requires of 
him a reasonable explanation, which means 
generally informing the patient in nontechnical 
terms as to what is at stake; the therapy 
alternatives open to him, the goals expectably to 
be achieved, and the risks that may ensue from 
particular treatment or no treatment. However, 
the physician is not obliged to discuss relatively 
minor risks inherent in common procedures 
when it is common knowledge that such risks 
inherent in procedure of very low incidence. The 
scope of the physician’s communications to the 
patient, then must be measured by the patient’s 
need, and that need is whatever information 
is material to the decision.  The test therefore 
for determining whether a potential peril must 
be divulged is its materiality to the patient’s 

s Philippine jurisprudence is replete in record with regard these cases, all three courts based their decisions 
citing jurisprudence from other countries.  The doctrine of informed consent within the context of physician-
patient relationships evolved as early as 1767. Justice Benjamin Cardozo’s oft-quoted opinion upheld the 

basic right of a patient to give consent to any medical procedure or treatment:  “Every human being of adult years and 
sound mind has a right to determine what shall be done with his own body; and a surgeon who performs an operation 
without his patient’s consent, commits an assault, for which he is liable in damages.” 

Medical negligence
based on informed consent

decision. 
In this case it was specifically averred that 

the oncologist assured the respondents that 
Angelica would recover in view of 95% chance 
of healing with chemotherapy (“Magiging 
normal na ang anak nyo basta ma-chemo. 
95% ang healing”) and when asked regarding 
the side effects, petitioner mentioned only 
slight vomiting, hair loss and weakness 
(“Magsusuka ng kaunti. Malulugas ang buhok. 
Manghihina”).  Had the oncologist made 
known to respondents those other side effects 
which gravely affected their child -- such as 
carpo-pedal spasm, sepsis, decrease in the 
blood platelet count, bleeding, infections and 
eventual death – the respondents could have 
decided differently or adopted a different 
course of action which could have delayed or 
prevented the early death of their child.

Though the action brought was medical 
negligence in administering the chemotherapy, 
the oncologist was absolved from such since 
she presented a witness proving her to be one 
of the best and experienced in her field , her 
personal record showing her training as such 
and her holding a position in the Department 
of Oncology in one of the premier institutions 
in the country.  In short, she is a highly trained 
specialist in the field. She observed the best 
known procedures and employed her highest 
skill and knowledge in the administration of 
chemotherapy drugs on the patient but despite 
all efforts said patient died.  In contrast, 
the two witnesses for the complainant are 
physicians who are not specialists in the field 
and therefore, could not be considered as 
expert witness. 

By Atty. Angeles A. Yap, MD

CARDIOLOGY
AND THE LAW

Past President, PHA NW Mindanao
Bachelor of Laws (LLB)

Second of 3-part series

To be continued ♥
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By Don Robespierre Reyes, MD

Ahh, Guimaras.
Imagine this.  You are on an island 

where there is no phone signal nor 
television. It is a couple of minutes 
before midnight.  You are still having 
an animated conversation with friends, 
and after a couple of beers, you decided 
to call it a night.

You make your way through a 
concrete pathway from the bar that had 
only you and your friends as customers. 

The moon was a bit shy but shining just 
enough to impose a faded orange hue, 
against a deep blue sky occasionally 
dotted by twinkling tiny white lights (or 
is it yellow? Then you think you are a bit 
possessed by about 15% alcohol!).

You enter your tiny hut and dropped 
on the soft bed like a limp jellyfish. 
You are lulled to sleep by the rhythmic 
lapping of waves against the shore, and 

Feature

Reflections
of Summer

While some doctors, cardiologists included, would prefer 
to escape from the intense heat of Philippine summers 
to kinder climates elsewhere around the planet, I would 

prefer basking under the tropical sun as long as there is crystal clear 
sea water, white fine sands and a lush and verdant vegetations around.

See Page 33
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Case 1
Dr. Xian  is an internist-

cardiologist who is married to Dr Yo, a 
cardiovascular  surgeon.

Mrs. Sol, a 72-year-old patient 
consulted Dr Xian for a problem 
in her lower extremities. After 
thorough evaluation, Dr. Xian advised 
the patient that a surgical consult 
is needed to address her problem 
adequately. Mrs. Sol expressed that 
she knows a vascular surgeon Dr. 
Zeta, but Dr Xian said that she prefers 
to refer her to Dr. Yo,  her husband, 
because it will facilitate coordination 
of schedule and follow-up care.

Questions/Issues:
1. Is it proper for Dr Xian to suggest 
or insist that Mrs. Sol be referred to 
her husband?

As attending physician we can 
always suggest certain physicians 
who work with us more cohesively 
or someone we can readily call but 
the prerogative in choosing the doctor 
remains with the patient to respect his/
her autonomy and the right to choose 
a physician she is comfortable with. 
However, Dr. Xian may advise the 
patient to see both for their evaluation 
and opinion and then decide which 
doctor she prefers to do the procedure. 
Take note that the patient-doctor 
relationship may have a ‘working 
chemistry’ and  the patient’s trust and 
confidence can be an important part 
of healing. Time and again, we hear 
patients say “ Makita ko lang kayo 
doctor maigi na ang pakiramdam ko.”  

2. In case Dr. Xian feels that her 
husband Dr Yo, has better technical 
skills and more experienced than Dr 
Zeta, is it proper for Dr Xian to tell 
Mrs. Sol about this?

She may mention additional 
qualification and subspecialty training 
as part of informed decision but to 
many patients -- rapport, familiarity, 
accessibility and willingness to patiently 
answer questions about his condition  is 
more important. As the patient interacts 

with both doctors she can decide which 
one she will entrust to do the procedure 
for her. Doctors should respect patient’s 
decision in choosing the physician who 
will take care of them. 

Case 2  
Mr. Bo consulted Dr. Medi, a 

primary care physician for a epigastric 
distress. On evaluation, Dr. Medi  
assessed that the patient needs to 
be evaluated also by a cardiologist. 
Mr. Bo volunteered that he knows a 

Patients’s autonomy
and the right 
to choose a physician

BioEthics

By Angelita Miguel-Aguirre, MD

certain Dr. Phil who happens to be 
an invasive cardiologist. Dr Medi, 
however, has heard that Dr. Phil  has a 
reputation for unethical practices and 
unprofessional behavior, such as patient 
stealing, exorbitant fees, routinely 
doing coronary angio without clear 
indication, and poor patient outcomes.

1. Is it proper for Dr. Medi  to tell Mr. 
Bo about the reputation of Dr. Phil or 
should he just stay quiet and allow 
Mr. Bo to see him?
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BioEthics

Dr. Angelita 
M. Aguirre is 
a professor of 
Medicine and 
Bioethics at the 
University of Santo Tomas 
Faculty of Medicine and Surgery, 
an Honorary Fellow of the 
Thomasian Heart Specialists 
Alumni Association, and a 
consultant staff of the Makati 
Medical Center.

2. Does Dr. Medi have a responsibility 
to protect his patient from unethical 
practices of another doctor?

It is unethical to destroy the 
reputation of another physician. Dr. 
Medi may suggest other specialists  he 
prefer to work with and diplomatically 
advise the patient why he prefersthese 
doctors e,g. accessibility for him, 
team approach, etc. but the ultimate 
decision  remains with the  patient. 
His responsibility is to convince the  
patient to follow his advice about the 
choice of a specialist should be done 
properly without casting another 
physicianin a bad light. 

This observation however, of 
unethical practices among colleagues 
bring to the fore the importance of 
learning basic bioethical principles 
especially  primum non nocere – “first 
of all do no harm”. Take note that NOT 
all medical schools include bioethics 
as part of their curriculum and even 
among students who have taken it 
for three semesters, in practice we 

still observe colleagues who violate 
basic ethical principles. So when one 
is thrown out there in the field where 
the basic norm is moral relativism and 
situational ethics the temptations have 
become so strong that if the physician is 
not deeply rooted on what is right and 
wrong, decision-making can really be 
muddled. 

Take note  that the home is our first 
school and what we learn from the 
womb, to the time we were toddlers up 
to the first 10  years of life will be the 
basic blueprint of our future attitudes 
and actions. Neurobiologists and 
psychologists have done so much research 
on this observation. Unfortunately 
corruption can begin in the home! 
So what do we do to correct them? 
EDUCATION!  Let us propagate 
ETHICS - not just Professional Ethics 
but also Bioethics. It should be part of the 
curriculum of ALL medical schools and 
our dream is that all specialties should 
have at  least 2 or 3 case studies on the 
application of basic principles in all 
specialty board exams. Let’s give this issue 
serious attention before malpractice suits 
become a plague in our medical practice. 
Lawsuits happen largely because of 
breakdown of doctor-patient relationship 
and based on what some patients say the 
practice of medicine seem to be getting 
mercenary?! If we provide our patients 
with correct, factual and truthful 
information and relateto them with 
dignity, compassion, empathy and just 
consideration, the respect and deference 
that they have largely accorded us will 
stay.  ♥

that sound played a movie in your 
dream that the sea was flirting with 
the sand, and the wind a permissive 
witness.

In the morning when the sun 
has just started to stretch its rays 
across the horizon, you wake up to 
the sound of an air conditioning 
unit that was peacefully humming 
all night trying to blow you some 
decent cold air fending off some 
little trickle of sweat beads from 
your neck.

With your eyes are still trying 
hard to refuse the ambient light, 
you delight at the best work of art 
by nature: the blue sea, the white 
sand, the green foliage, and the 
orange sky converging together in 
harmony creating  a divine scape.

Then you say your morning 
prayers thanking Him for the gift 
and wonders of Life, the Life that 
you have vowed to protect and 
respect. If only humans were like 
nature.

Ahh, Guimaras. ♥

REFLECTIONS... from Page 31
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HeartNews
Chapters’ Track

SOUTHERN TAGALOG 
100 Healthcare workers
join BLS training  

Some 100 health care workers, 
councilors and staff of the different 
barangays of Dasmarinas, Cavite 
participated in the Basic Life Support 
Training Course for Barangay Health 
Workers on Feb. 21 at the De La 
Salle Health Sciences Institute in 
Dasmarinas, Cavite 

In partnership with the Section 
of Cardiology, Department of 
Internal Medicine of the De La 
Salle University Medical Center, Dr. 
Ardith Dominguez-Tan, a member 
of the PHA Council on CPR, was 
the lecturer. The  participants had a 
hands-on demo and BLS demo prior 
to being certified as BLS providers. 
Main proponents of the activity 
included Drs. Jose Tirona, Victor 
Mendoza, CVS section chief and Dr. 
Jaime Pacifico, chairman, Department 
of Internal Medicine.

BICOL
CORE-Give in Naga City

PHA-Bicol Chapter’s conducted 
Core-GIVE at the La Piazza 
Convention Center in Legazpi City on 
April 16, with support from Sandoz.

Facilitated by Drs. Angelo Ante, 
Christopher Asido and Josephine 
Recierdo, the discussion focused 
on“Cardiovascular Risk Assessment.” 
PHA National director and chair Dr. 
Helen Ong-Garcia graced the event. 

Meanwhile, the Chapter chose 
Heart Month themes that were 
relevant to their needs. They featured 
two webcast lectures – “Hypertension” 
by Dr. Bienarosa Ala on Feb.  21; 
another “Acute Coronary Syndrome” 
by Dr. Josephine Recierdo on Feb. 28; 
and a Heart Fair themed “Jumpstart 
your Heart with 52-100” on Feb. 29  
with Zumba and screening of free risk 
factors, like, cholesterol, ABI/Foot 
screening as activities 

NORTHERN LUZON
Vigan, Batac, La Union on its own
in conducting  CPR trainings 

Cardiologists from the North have been 
conducting  cardiopulmonary trainings 
without  the services of trainors from 
PHA National. And this is what the PHA 
National had wanted, to transform the 
chapters into self-sustaining CPR trainors. 

The ACLS Workshop  at the Don 
Mariano Marcos Memorial Hospital  in 
Batac City, Ilocos Norte, on March 13-
15 was conducted by Drs. Gloria Lahoz, 
Max Butardo, Leslie Asuncion,  Ellen 
Palomares, Dennis Fernandez, Maureen 
Miguel, Eloisa Salvador (pedia cardio) 
and  Michael Martin Baccay.

The ACLS Training at the Dagupan 
Doctors Villaflor Medical Center on 
April 9-11, had 47 participants (9 MDs 
and 38 RNs).  

Dr. Brenda Espinosa conducted 
ACLS that gathered 101 nurses and 
60 physicians  at the Ilocos Training & 
Regional Medical Center.   

Meanwhile,  February 2015 was a 
busy month. Two ECG workshops for 
physicians and doctors were conducted 
on Feb. 20. Dr. Leslie Asuncion 
guested on DWRS TV in Vigan on 
Feb. 17 and  tackled  the risk factors of 
cardiovascular diseases and 52-100. 

A lay forum on “Hypertension” was 
conducted at the People’s Coliseum in 
Sto. Domingo, Ilocos Sur on Feb. 19.  
In attendance were municipal officers/
employees, barangay health officials/
workers and senior citizens.

At the Bacnotan District Hospital, 
Dr. Stella Mabanag administered an 
ECG Screening with the help of Servier 
Philippines  on Feb. 18. Healthy Lifestyle 
counselling was also provided to those 
who availed of the screening.  On two 
consecutive Wednesdays – Feb. 25 and 
Mar. 4, a BLS Demo was  conducted for 
nurses and other hospital employees

Dr. Nat Corpuz conducted the Feb. 
28 BLS  Demo at the Agoo Family 
Hospital.

WESTERN VISAYAS NEGROS 
Information Exchange

Dr. Loewe Go, a cardiologist from 
Manila talked about “Ivabradine: 
Optimizing the Management in CAD 
and Heart Failure Patients.  Venue was 
the Delicioco Wine and Food Center 
in Mandalagan, Bacolod City, on Feb. 
11.  Some residents also attended the 
said RTD which was made possible 
under a grant from Servier.

The chapter sent its representative, 
Dr. Ian Lusoc, to the PHA CAD 
guidelines speakers’ workshop in 
Manila on March 24, 2015.

NORTHWESTERN MINDANAO
Northwestern Mindanao marked 

Heart Month with the Third 
Cardiovascular Post-Graduate Course 
themed “Ascertaining the Diagnosis” 
on Feb. 27 at the Bethany Gardens 
Resort in Ozamiz City. It attracted local 
internists and general practitioners as 
well as hospital-based and community-
based nurses with a ratio of 1 doctor: 4 
nurses for a total of 238 attendees. The 
lecturers and their lectures:  

Dr. Ma. Belen Carisma (Manila), 
“Evaluation of Syncope”; and  Dr. 
Joyce Jumangit (Manila),“On the 
Basics of Echocardiography”;   Dr. 
Rainier Poloyapoy (Pagadian 
City),“Basics of ECG”,  Dr. Frankie 

Across the Nation



Ligas (Pagadian City) “First 24 hours 
of ACS management”; Dr. Jo-Ann 
Lao-Go (Ozamiz City) “Cardio 
clearance guidelines prior to non-
cardiac surgery”; Dr. Josephine Saligan 
(Ozamiz City) on “Heart Failure 
Diagnosis”; Dr. Josephine Dela Cerna 
(Cagayan de Oro City) on “Common 
Congenital Heart Diseases and Dr. 
Kathleen Echavez (Oroquieta City) 
on the “Indications of Coronary 
Angiography.”

A lunch symposium on “Novel Oral 
Anticoagulants’’ was conducted by 
Saligan. A fellowship night capped the 
affair attended by the lecturers, selected 
guests, and pharmaceutical sponsors.

The new Philippine CAD Guidelines
The Chapter representatives to the 
PHA Council on CAD Speakers’ 
Workshop on the new CAD 
Guidelines were Drs. Rowena Rocha 
and  Maria Teresita Palamine from 
Cagayan de Oro City on March 
24.  The guidelines will be used for 
information dissemination among the 
local chapter members, residents and 
hospital staff. 

ZAMBO-PEN CHAPTER 
Heart Month 

In its first celebration the love 
month, the new chapter members 
conducted a Fun Run dubbed “RUN 
FOR YOUR HEARTS” to promote 
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HeartNews
Chapters’ Track

status of the physician. One can actually 
derive pride from such pronouncements.  
There are very few sectors in Philippine 
society that still  manage to claim such 
integrity and credibility. Can we even 
imagine an advertisement asking – 
“Will your Congressman do anything 
that will be bad for you?” Some might 
even counter that the better question 
will be – “Will your congressman do 
anything good for you?”  

I can only wonder how such  
marketing campaigns that  utilize 
these platforms that enshrine the 
physician  on a pedestal  will impact on 
the sales or performance of such drug 
companies. I will be very curious. For 
comments, spjavier2958@yahoo.com ♥ 

ESCAPE BEAT... from Page 29

start slowly. Chances are, if you enjoy 
the type of exercise you engage in, the 
more likely it is that you’ll stick with 
it. If you’ve been exercising for a while, 
change your routine every now and then 
so you won’t get bored. Your goal is to 
exercise for a minimum of 30 minutes 
most days, if not all days of the week.

The more risk factors you know, the 
more you can do to keep them under 
control and therefore the less likely you 
are to suffer a future heart attack. You 
have the power to reduce your risk, and 
if you do have a heart condition now, 
there is plenty you can do to manage it.

Make it a point to talk with your 
physician and see what you can do 
to decrease your risk of developing 
heart disease. Your doctor may give 
you options so that you can make a 
fully informed decision based on the 
benefits and risks.

Ed -- In observance of Women’s Heart 
Health Month, St. Luke’s Medical Center 
Bonifacio Global City ran the same article 
as an advertorial  in the Philippine Star,  
March 02, 2015 issue.  As a tribute to 
women,  PHAN is printing the same 
material, albeit with minor editing. 
Iboleon-Dy is the head of the Adult 
Cardiovascular Medicine and the Women’s 
Heart Health Unit at St. Luke’s Medical 
Center Bonifacio Global City. ♥

running as a safe and healthy lifestyle 
to prevent cardiovascular diseases on 
Feb.  at the Paseo del Mar Complex. 

The event was announced on tri media 
(tv, radio and social media).  The 3K and 
5K runs had a relatively good turnout. 
Part of the proceeds were donated to the 
pediatric and adult cardio patients of the 
Zamboanga City Medical Center. 

CORE GIV Lecture 
In partnership with Servier 

Philippines, the PHA-ZamPen Chapter 
conducted its third CORE Giv Lecture 
series on the topic Coronary Artery 
Disease, participated in by internists, 
subspecialists and medical residents-
in-training on April 15, 2015 at the 
Zamboanga Garden Orchid Hotel.  
PHA National Vice President Dr. Alex 
Junia witnessed the activity. 

The PHA Zamboanga Peninsula 
Chapter became independent from its 
mother chapter PHA-Northwestern 
Mindanao. Established on Feb. 25, 2014,  
they initially started with 12 cardiologists 
-- composed of seven PHA Fellows 
and three Associate Fellows based in 
Zamboanga City.  In June of the same 
year, Dr. Adrian Santos,  started his 
private practice and became the 13th 
member. Since its birth, the chapter has 
conducted several activities, medical 
missions and symposiums geared toward. 
the promotion of the PHA Advocacy 
programs. ♥

Postgrad course draws GPs, IMs

CALCULATING... from Page 12



Limiting to just two hours 
of TV or computer per day

Zero to smoking

Zero to sugared beverages

Eating 5 servings
of fruits and 
vegetables per day5

2

Having one hour
of exercise per day1

0

simply means:
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